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Algorithm Description for Global Science Value Mineralogy Map 

Priority Level 2: Science Value Mineralogy (L2) (Vicky's comments in blue.) 

Science value of mineralogy (L2 %) will be calculated from the following equation: 

L2 = (V + W / L2max.points)*100    

where V is the total score of detected mineral features, W is scores of Crystal/Amorphous ratio, 

and the maximum points of L2 (L2max.points) is 9. 

V is the total score of detected mineral features that will be calculated from the following 

equation: 

V = a +b + c + d +e + f +g  

where a is the detection of phyllosilicates.  When it is detected a =1, when the feature isn’t 

recognized a =0.  And the same for b, c, d, e, f, g where 

b: carbonates 

c: Sulfates 

d: Oxides 

e: silicates 

f: amorphous feature 

g: unknown but noteworthy mineralogical feature 

the maximum points of V is 7 when all of the above listed minerals are detected.  Therefore V 

expresses the mineralogical diversity. 

W is the score calculated from the Crystal/Amorphous (C/A) ratios compared to the C/A ratios 

of the best representative lab data of primitive astromaterials.  W will be considered only when 

both silicate (e) and amorphous (f) features  are detected (when e = f = 1).   

(SAWG has not been asked to identify any amorphous phases, so at present, W cannot be 

calculated.) 

W= either h or I or j (when e = f = 1) 

When e = f = 1 and the C/A ratio is similar to the C/A ratio of the most representative lab data 

from UOC, then 

W = h = 0 

When e = f = 1 and the C/A ratio is similar to the C/A ratio of the most representative lab data 

from CR3.0 type carbonaceous chondrites, then 

W = i = 1 

When e = f = 1 and the C/A ratio is similar to the C/A ratio of the most representative lab data 

from IDPs, then 

W = j = 2  



 


